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Read these instructions before you install any Creative Cloud software. 

The product folder contains all the installation files for the products in that package. There are 3 items in 

the folder: 

 Build 

 Exceptions 

 ‘.ccp’ file [ccp=Creative Cloud Package) 

 

 

The main setup program is in the Build folder. You should run the setup.exe file in the Build folder 

unless you are installing Acrobat Pro for Windows. Acrobat Pro should always be installed first and it is 

always in the Exceptions folder. 

The example below is for a photography suite with Photoshop & Lightroom. 

BUILD folder: 
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EXCEPTIONS folder: 

 

ExceptionInfo.txt  
This file provides the following vital information relating to the products in the Exceptions folder: 

Before you install the products in the Exceptions folder, refer to the following Adobe 

Knowledgebase article for information on installing these products and configuring the settings 

correctly: 

http://www.adobe.com/go/ccp_exceptions_deployer 

To install the items in the Exceptions folder you should use the companion application Exception 

Deployer Application (XDA), ExceptionDeployer.exe. XDA provides the ability to install all items 

in the exceptions folder in a single command. 

[Or, you can go into each folder and run the windows msi installer file that is usually the name 

of the product, in this case Adobe_Lightroom_x64.] 

 

http://www.adobe.com/go/ccp_exceptions_deployer
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Sequence of installation of packages in the Exceptions folder 
Except for Acrobat for Windows, all packages in the Exceptions folder should be deployed 

after you have deployed the main MSI or PKG package. However, Acrobat for Windows should 

be deployed before you deploy the main package. Therefore, if you are using Exceptions 

Deployer Application to deploy Acrobat on Windows, you should run Exceptions Deployer 

Application before deploying the main MSI package. For all other packages, you run Exceptions 

Deployer Application after deploying the main packages. If the Exceptions folder contains 

Acrobat for Windows as well as other packages, you run Exceptions Deployer Application 

twiceonce before deploying the main MSI package (this will deploy Acrobat for Windows) and 

once after deploying the main MSI package (this will deploy the other packages). 

Exceptions Deployer Application syntax and description 

Run Exceptions Deployer Application from the Exceptions folder, with the following syntax. 

Required Parameters 

 ExceptionDeployer 

 --workflow=install 

 --mode=pre|post 

Optional Parameters 

 --INSTALLDIR=<path_of_installation directory> 

 --installLanguage=<locale_code for Acrobat> 

 --abortOnFail 

 --help 

Note: 

The installLanguage option is required only if you are installing Acrobat for Windows. 

Examples 

1. The following command is used to deploy Acrobat for Windows. (You will recollect that 

Acrobat for Windows should be deployed before deploying the main package.) The --

mode=pre option specifies that Exceptions Deployer Application is run before deploying the 

main package. The installLanguage is specified as en_US (US English) this option is also 

mandatory while deploying Acrobat for Windows. 
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ExceptionDeployer --workflow=install --mode=pre --installLanguage=en_US 

2. The following command is used to deploy all the packages in the Exceptions folder (except 

the Acrobat for Windows package if present) The --mode=post option specifies that 

Exceptions Deployer Application is run after the main package has been deployed. Note that 

the --installLanguage option is not required here. Also, because the --INSTALLDIR option has 

not been specified, the exception payload will be deployed in the default location specified 

within the payload. 

ExceptionDeployer --workflow=install --mode=post 

IMPORTANT: Adobe Muse requires end users to sign in with an Adobe ID. If you do not wish 

your users to have an Adobe ID or be required to enter it on product launch you should not 

install Adobe Muse at this time. All other applications do not have this requirement. 

http://helpx.adobe.com/creative-cloud/packager/using-exceptions-deployer.html  

http://helpx.adobe.com/creative-cloud/packager/using-exceptions-deployer.html

